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hose of you who get as
far as the Children’s
Page will be pleased to learn that
the competition for the first child
to find 29 words or more in the
word square was won by Angus
Smith (aged eight) of Careby. He
actually found 50 words! Who
told me there were 29? My lips
are sealed but it was someone of
more mature years than Angus.
Anyway, well done to the winner.
his month there are a lot
of winners. There are
those who have benefited from
the various fund raising events.
The first of these, the sponsored
ride in Grimsthorpe Park was able
to distribute £1700 giving £300 to
each of the four churches and this
year’s charity, Home Start, with
£200 being given to Glenside
News.
Although the amount
raised is less than previous years,
considering the short time they
had to organise the event and the
problems they had to resolve, the
result is most praiseworthy. More
importantly, they expect to do
better next year!
Castle Bytham Midsummer
Fair exceeded all previous levels
and there is an article from them
showing how the money has been
distributed among Castle Bytham
and other villages charities—
including, we are pleased to
report Glenside News. I just do
not know whether it’s my charm
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August 2003
that causes these generous
donations or fear that otherwise I
may print scandal about the event
organisers. (Does anyone know
any?).
he report on Little
Bytham Fete will, I hope,
appear after the raffle is drawn at
the end of August showing, as
they usually do, how their profit
is distributed.
ne winner from the
Castle
Bytham
Midsummer Fair was Papworth
Hospital which has been a charity
sponsored by Castle Bytham
Stores since Sheila and Tony
Collison were there. Ray and
Vicky Dennis with Jayne and
Amanda have continued this
support but, as they would be the
first to say, nothing would have
been achieved without the
enthusiastic backing of their
customers.
This, of course,
applies to the other fund raising
events because, despite the very
hard and excellent work put into
them by the organisers, if you did
not go to them they might be
somewhat less successful. But.
Then, being part of a community
is what it’s all about.
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Welcome to:Russell and Gail Jackson who have moved into Little Bytham,
to Gary and Carol Jamison who have moved into Pinfold Road,
Castle Bytham and to Stephen, Della and Laura Mellows who,
with their dog Mackie, have moved into Counthorpe Lane, CB
from Wansford
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DIARY

(CBVH = CASTLE BYTHAM VILLAGE HALL) (LBVH = LITTLE BYTHAM VILLAGE HALL)

WEATHER REPORT JUNE

Women’s Institute – First Wednesday in
CBVH @ 7.30pm
Badminton – Monday evenings in CBVH–
Details 410345
Guides Meeting – Every Monday 7 – 8.30pm
LBVH
Chess Monday evenings in Fox & Hounds
Bowls – Every Tuesday in CBVH 7.30 pm )
Water Colour Classes Every Wednesday
(during term time) in LBVH 10 am to
1pm.
Rainbow Guides – Every Wednesday 5 pm to
6 pm in LBVH followed byBrownies Every Wednesday from 6.15. to
7.45pm
Keep Fit Classes Every Wednesday (except
first in month) in CBVH at 7 pm.
Details from Vicky in Castle Bytham
Stores
Coffee Morning – 1st. & 3rd Thursday every
month in LBVH—10.30am to noon
Parent and Toddlers – Every Friday 10.30 am
to noon in CBVH – ring Alison 410480
Bourne Waste Recycling Mays Road - Pinfold
Industrial Estate Saturdays & Sundays
8.00 am to 4.00 pm

RAINFALL (T.R.R.)
m.m.

inches

1st - 7th.

20.3

0.80

8th. - 14th.

4.4

0.18

15th. - 21st.

17.6

0.69

22nd. - 28th.*

43.2

1.70

29th. - 30th.

18.3

0.72

Total for Month

103.8

4.09

Total for JUNE '02

39.6

1.56

*including on July 22nd

36.7

1.44

TEMPERATURES (H.G.B.)
Night-time
Lowest minimum:
5° on the 21st.
Highest minimum: 14° on the 2nd & 19th.
Daytime
Lowest maximum: 18° on the 20th.
Highest maximum: 28° on the 22nd.

AUGUST EVENTS

CHURCH FLOWER ROTA
(*and cleaning rota)

Saturday 9th. Lincolnshire Wildlife
Trust Barbecue (see BELOW

CAREBY* CASTLE CREETON LITTLE
BYTHAM
BYTHAM

URGENTLY REQUIRED—VOLUNTEERS TO JOIN
THE LITTLE BYTHAM CHURCH FLOWER
ROTA.
If you can help just once a year, please
ring either Susie Hill (01778 590637) or
Janet Woods (01780 410351)

LINCOLNSHIRE WILDLIFE TRUST
9th August Barbecue at The Manor
House, North Witham, commencing 7.15pm.
Tickets £7.50 from Harry or Rose Bakker
(410421)
The first indoor meeting of the season is
on 12th. September at Barkston & Syston
village hall, commencing 7.30pm. It will be
the AGM followed by a talk on ‘Wildlife in
North Africa’. Members and non-members
welcome.
Enquires from Rose or Harry (410421)

Aug.
3rd

Mrs C.
Dove

Mrs J.
Dooley

Margaret
Combridge

Eva
Hudson

Aug.
10th

Mrs C.
Dove

Mrs J.
Dooley

Amanda
Combridge

Eva
Hudson

Aug.
17th

Mrs C.
Dove

Mrs A.
Davis

Amanda
Combridge

Maureen
Ward

Aug.
24th

Mrs P.
Greaves

Mrs A.
Davis

Anne
Garbutt

Maureen
Ward

Aug.
31st

Mrs P.
Greaves

Mrs S.
Agnew

Anne
Garbutt

Susie Hill

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Sept 9th SWAG Meeting *Sept 12th. Lincolnshire
Wildlife Trust meeting Sept 13th. Youth Club
Jumble Sale (Page 7)
October 25th. Dance to Double Dee (Page 7)
November 2nd SWAG Meeting *
*Details Peter Ball on 01572 767758
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22 June 2003
A vintage year!!

Castle Bytham Midsummer Fair
www.midsummerfair.org.uk

Well, another year over, and going by the compliments, it seems everybody seemed to enjoy themselves. Thanks to everybody
concerned for their donations and help. Without you, we could not possibly put it all together, and get bigger and better each year.
Mind you, at various stages during the weeks leading up to the day, we did panic a bit!
·
It looked as if the Fun Fair would not be coming. After a few frantic phone calls, and a visit to Mr. Edwards’ yard in Careby the
weekend before the fair, some of his lads pulled out the stops and managed to bring along some sideshows and rides. A lesson
learnt there….we last spoke with him in February, and assumed that he had everything in control. Oh no, he didn’t!!
·
After much toing and froing with our “friendly” quarry owner, our insurance company and Nick Perry (thanks for the legal
advice), we had to make 11th hour plans to resite the Car Park. Grateful thanks Geoff Hix for bailing us out.
·
And then to cap it all, the use of St. Martins field hinged on whether Chris Johnson and his motley crew (aka your Committee
members) could move 4 cows and calves down to the Cricket pitch field on the Saturday. No doubt a few of you had a great laugh
at our expense when 1 cow and calf when AWOL and we ended up spending a few hours scouring the countryside looking for
them. Anyway, late afternoon, alls well that ended well, but it left us precious little time to get the rest of the village prepared.
Yes, this year will go down as “The Year of the Cow”
Just a summary, then, of things that seem to go down well….
·
The PA system (apart from the opening madrigal music!)
·
The football challenge…thanks to Scott for organising it, congratulations to Mervyn’s team
·
TaeKwondo...thanks to Dave and the lads for a magnificent display
·
As always, Trish’s catering in the Hall. What would we do without her?
·
The magnificent response from everybody for the fund-raising stalls – Tombola, the Duck Race, and Throwing the Dice for Gary
& Jill’s apartment holiday. Congratulations to Linda Bellairs on throwing 34 with about 10 minutes to spare!
…and things that we were disappointed with……
·
The Encampment Group. Come back the 95th Rifles for next year, all is forgiven!
·
Tied to that, St. Martin’s field. Since it was so quiet down there, we felt particularly sorry for the ladies in the Marquee from the
Bourne Craft Association. A letter of apology is on its way
·
Bourne Borderers. We have yet to find out why the Morris Dancers never showed up
·
Ditto, the St. John’s Ambulance brigade, particularly when we needed them on the playing field
·
We had a lot of hassle with the Dog Show this year. Mind you, the dogs were fine!! We are wondering whether to bother next
year. Got any views?
·
To cut down on costs, we changed the bus company. Disappointing to see them turn up so late, Geoff ended up ferrying some of
the early birds into the village himself. Again, we’ll be going back to our old friends and favourites
·
And, lastly, parking on the roads. You all go to great lengths to move your cars on the day, we get up at an unearthly hour to put
out the cones, and yet, again, we get visitors who pay no respect to our car parking signs. I know we made a conscious decision
this year to raise the parking fee to £2 car with bus transfers, but I’m sure you will agree that in this day and age, a lot more is
being charged per person for a splendid day out. Clamps next year, if we can get away with it!!
So, we have just about counted the pennies to decide what to do with them. Instead of going for a another project, we have decided to
revert to type, and decided to make the following donations
·
The OAPs party
£250
·
Castle Bytham PCC
£800
·
Castle Bytham Youth Club £250
·
Castle Bytham Village Hall £650
The Scouts
£350
The Little Bytham Brownies £150
·
The Little Bytham Guides
£150
·
The Bytham Schools
£500
·
The Glenside News
£250
·
Marie’s bench
£20
·
Repairs to marques
£250
This still leaves us with a tidy sum in the bank, and hopefully with 2/3 fundraising events to come before next spring…watch this
space…we can sink some money into things that will make things tick a bit better, and give you lots more variety and fun in the future
A few other things to note, in no particular order:
·
Back by popular demand, photos are now available from the Village Shop
·· It was good to see Glyn Mould the woodcarver on the day and to take part in the brief handover of the Village Sign to Peter
Cox on behalf of the Parish Council
·
We have amassed a lot of material over the last couple of years, including the 2 marquees. If anybody can offer some secure
and dry storage space for us to use, please, please step forward
Anyway, some new ideas for next year have been floating around, and some of us are already on the case, but right now your
committee are putting their feet up and recharging their batteries. For how long, we haven’t decided…there seems to be rumours
doing the rounds that this year’s fair was the last. Now I wonder who started that…..a drink on me if you can guess the culprit!!
For the moment, lets just note in our diaries that Midsummer Fair day falls on 20th June next year. Meanwhile, be lucky, and enjoy the
rest of the summer!!
Ray Keiff
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agreed to continue to review the requests at
each meeting until all had been completed.
AOB. There was discussion on the siting
of the 30 MPH signs owned by the Parish
Council. Mrs Channel stated that they could
be placed outside of the legal restricted area
although they would have no legal authority.
They should also be sited using private
supports and not on those of the public
services.
There was some concern about the state
of the wall at Chestnut Farm, which had
been damaged some time ago by a fallen
tree. The concern was that small children
could be injured being unaware of the
unstable state of the wall.

Report on Little Bytham Parish
Council Meeting held on 5 June 2003
(The complete minutes can be seen by
arrangement with the Parish Clerk)

Mr Colin Richards was co-opted as a
member to the Parish Council.
Matters Arising from the minutes of
the meeting on 15th. May. (1) Brownie
Hut. A working party had tidied inside
the Brownie Hut but there was still some
work to do externally to clear weeds etc.
It was agreed to call the Hut the Parish
Room in the future to avoid confusion.
(2) Deeds to Village Hall. As locating
the deeds through the solicitors of Mrs
Fane had been unfruitful, it was then
agreed to ascertain the actions and costs
involved in seeking a new set of deeds
under the Adverse Possession procedure.
Mrs Bowen to speak to Mr Turner, a
previous Parish Councillor, to see if he
could assist in determining details of the
original transaction.
(3) Willoughby
Pub Post Box. Because of the delay in
installing a post box due to the need for
planning approval for the post on which
the box would be located, the Clerk was
asked to see if an old style Pillar Box
could be installed instead.
Planning Applications. The following
applications are still ongoing with SKDC:
Spires Developers - Residential
Development, Old Station Yard.
Mr Reeves - Grange Lane.
ORANGE - Telecommunications mast.
Finances.
The Clerk gave an overview of the
Audit Return for 02/03 and the letter of
explanation of variances to the Audit
Board.
He said that Mrs Ann Taylor, a
previous Clerk for Toft cum Lound &
Manthorpe
Parish
Council,
had
completed the Internal Audit.
The
chairman duly signed and approved the
audit return which would be submitted
after 24 Jun, the end of period for public
examination of the accounts.
General Items.
Highways. The Clerk went through
the list of items to be undertaken by the
local Highways division following the
walkabout on 2 Apr 03. Two of the 7
areas had been actioned and it was

CASTLE BYTHAM CHILDREN’S AND SENIOR
CITIZENS’ CHRISTMAS PARTY
By popular request on Saturday
25th October, Double Dee will be back
at Castle Bytham village hall. Tickets
will be available shortly - so look out for
the posters and watch next month’s
Glenside News for further details.
We will also be holding a whist drive
during September for those who are
interested.
For further details ring Angela on
01780 410629 or 410153

CASTLE BYTHAM YOUTH CLUB
A jumble sale will be held in Castle
Bytham village hall on Saturday 13th.
September at 1.30pm. If you have any
jumble, bric à brac, toys or anything we can
sell please contact Ann Burrows (410537), Di
Hill or Eve Hyland.
We will be at the hall on Friday 12th
between 7pm and 10pm to receive any
donations.
A donation will be made from the funds
towards the Christmas Parties.

CASTLE BYTHAM & DISTRICT W.I.
The W.I. Are now on holiday and there will be
no report until the next issue.
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O.A.P.’S OUTING by Paul Hamblin
(Concluding part of Paul Hamblin’s real life adventure in the Mediterranean)
Readers of last month’s Glenside News will recall that
Paul and two mates called Mike, had been roped in to help
sail a yacht from Oporto to Croatia, under the captaincy of
Nick. In the middle of the night, sailing down the Algerian
coast, they were suddenly stopped by an armed vessel. The
deck was lined with men pointing rifles - now read on……..

Turning to Mike Gill, Nick said "Give me the helm,
and try calling them up on Channel 16." To his father
and myself "Furl the Genoa, stow the main, and I’ll
start the engine. " Mike sounded tense as he switched
from the customary 1 watt to the maximum 25 watt
power band (to alert ships over as wide an area as
possible) and started transmitting.
"This is yacht ‘Cedar’, yacht ‘Cedar’, position 36º
35’ 46” N 1º02’ 04’ E calling the vessel that has just
overtaken us on the starboard side and stopped ahead of
us, what are your intentions? I repeat, what are your
intentions? Over. " After some delay and several
repetitions by Mike, back came the reply in perfect
English "Yacht Cedar, we are an Algerian Warship.
You are in territorial water. Please stop your vessel.
We wish to board you. Over. "
The exchange continued, we claimed right of
uninterrupted passage. They claimed we were inside
their 12 mile limit without authority. They dropped
back, stationing themselves about 200 feet from our
starboard beam, switched off their searchlight and we
were able to see them more clearly. As warships go,
she was not large, more a fast patrol boat. We could
see what looked like a 3” gun mounted forward, and a
couple of Bofars on the stern, thankfully not trained on
us, but some of the crew with rifles had them pointing
in our general direction.
Having nothing to contribute to the debate between
Nick and his father, as to whether we were sitting in the
cockpit of our gently rolling yacht looking at AK70’s or
Kalashnikovs, I thought it safer to get below. Apart
from cowardice, I wished to phone Yvonne, to alert her
to what was happening, but couldn’t get a signal. Mike
continued answering their questions about our boat and
its crew, supplying details from which he hoped other
ships in the area might build up a picture of who we
were and what was happening.
The Captain of the Warship suddenly announced
they would not be boarding us but were placing the
yacht under arrest. We were to proceed due East at a
speed of 6 knots for the next 3 hours, until further
instruction. Before parting they said they would not be
keeping station, but would be in the vicinity and on no
account were we to vary our course or speed. Looking
at our passage chart it was clear the imposed course and
speed would take us close inshore near Cape Ténès.
We were unhappy about this, we had no detailed charts
of the area. Mike again contacted the Patrol Boat,
explaining our concern . They wanted to know why we
8

were in their waters without the appropriate charts and
another long radio interrogation followed. We were
told to maintain our course and speed and they would
send for an armed Coastguard vessel to meet us.
Two hours later we saw the lights of a vessel
directly ahead, which we initially took to be the
Coastguard, but then decided were those of a boat
fishing. Mike called up the Warship for permission to
alter course, but this was denied. We were told the
fishing boat will move for you. It did. In all our years
of sailing this was a first.
It was then I managed to contact Yvonne on my
‘vintage’ pay as you go, rapidly emptying mobile. For
a minute, as we went through the "Do you know what
time it is?” routine, I thought I was talking to Sibyl. I
was almost certainly giving a passable impression of
Basil Fawlty as I shouted - "Never mind that, get a
pencil and paper" and began dictating our latitude and
longitude. "Listen we have been arrested by an Algerian
Warship and are being taken into Algeria." Yvonne
said, "What exactly would you like me to do about it? "
Then the money ran out..
The armed Coastguard appeared, a whitish replica of
the grey Warship, circling round us in the dark like a
metal shark. We were given a series of bearings to
steer and a series of questions to answer. The questions
were searching, especially regarding our lack of
Algerian Charts.
The white town lights of Ténès’, population 40,000,
came into view and the Coastguard ordered us to follow
astern. Their speed was greater than ours and their
single white stern light started to merge with the mass
of shore lights, eventually even with binoculars we
were unable to identify it, let alone follow it. We
radioed them, "No problem", came the reply. Within
30 seconds all the town lights went out with the
exception of the entrance lights to the port, their stern
light then clearly visible. We stared in disbelief, feeling
very intimidated, as the town flickered back to life.
The scene as we entered port was reminiscent of a
wartime spy film. Three army trucks were lined up on
the quay head lights shining over the water. Fifteen or
so armed military
personnel were
standing by along
with several
civilian personnel.
Within seconds of
the boat being
secured, we were
ushered below
into our main
saloon. An armed
soldier was
positioned by the

them to length.
He and his no longer suspicious colleagues came on
board as our guests . Our new friendship was cut short.
A senior officer arrived. "You will be leaving in five
minutes - yes"
We sailed east past Algiers shortly before the
earthquake and got caught in an 8 mile long, illegal
Tunny (Tuna) net off the coast of Sicily, before
eventually reaching Croatia. Total distance covered
over 2,000 miles.
Nick, has been asked to Skipper another delivery.
This time he is selecting a bronze limbed, high
testosterone young crew!

main companion way and another by the fo’castle.
Nick our Captain sat facing a seated plain clothed
Immigration Officer, we stood, whilst another
uniformed officer also stood throughout in silence,
watching the proceedings intently. Other soldiers
searched the cabins to satisfy themselves no one else
was aboard.
Passports and ships papers were called for, Nick was
questioned first and then we individually, politely but in
detail. The charts were examined. After about two
hours, they seemed reasonably satisfied and we
ourselves exhausted. We were instructed not to leave
the boat or take photographs and that Customs &
Excise would come on board in the afternoon.
Mike Gill turned in. Nick, Mike B. and myself were
sitting in the cockpit with a cup of tea intending to do
likewise. It was now light and idly I picked up my
binoculars and started examining the port surroundings.
Looking through the window of a building some 200
metres away, I found myself observing three men one
of whom had binoculars trained on us.
They
immediately emerged from the building and walked
towards the boat. I disappeared to my cabin with my
binoculars and fell asleep whilst Mike B and Nick
underwent further questioning this time by the Port
Police.
I was persona non grata when I awoke. Apparently
they had insisted Mike Gill get of out his bunk and
questioned him as well, before departing with all our
passports. Later they returned and collected Nick.
Our hours of anxiety evaporated when Nick came
flying down the quay, clutching the passports, jumped
on board, started the engine and ordered us to cast off.
Apparently, the Coastguard, Immigration and Port
Security were satisfied and Nick persuaded them to let
us go before the Customs & Excise Inspection, on the
promise we would go straight out beyond their 12 mile
limit and not re-enter Algerian Waters.
Some five miles out we decided to hoist the mainsail
to gain speed. To our horror, the top carriage pin
attaching the head of the fully battened main to the
mast was missing. We tried, but couldn’t come up with
a satisfactory substitute so, with grave misgivings, we
decided to return to Ténès to see if we could get one
made.
The reception Committee was slightly smaller, but
was rapidly swollen by the arrival of a very focused
Customs & Excise team who were not going to be
denied a second time. Then I found the missing pin.
Seeing me unsuccessfully raking through the spares,
trying to find a retaining screw, one of the Port Police
beckoned me to follow. We walked a couple of
hundred yards to his car. There he turned out the
contents of his tool box and boot - no luck. Then
smiling, he took apart the rear light of his car insisting
that I take two suitable screws and a hacksaw to cut

MINDERS
Away on holiday? On Business? Short
notice?
Let me take care of everything at home.
Experienced, professional and reliable, I will
care for your home, garden and pets whilst
you're away.
Competitive rates, references available
Tel./Text Maureen 07751318415

Castle Bytham Educational Foundation
STATION HOUSE, 37, STATION ROAD, CASTLE BYTHAM
TEL: 01780 410556 (HOME) 0115 8475 400 (WORK)

Grants are available to young people who live
in the parish of Castle Bytham.
Grants are provided to support young people
in their education whether at school, college,
university, or in their own time.
Grants are provided to help cover the cost of
educational books and materials, trips and
events, activities which are academic, cultural
or sporting.
The Trustees will be meeting regularly on the
third Wednesday of every quarter - in January,
April, July and October.
If you want an application form please contact
the Chairman or any of the Trustees.
TRUSTEES: PETER MARTINDALE (CHAIRMAN),
PETER COX, SHIRLEY GRAYSON, YVONNE
HAMBLIN, GEOFF HIX & ARTHUR PERRY
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Letters to the Editor
From Peter Frame, Castle Bytham

Anonymous of Castle Bytham
One
Tuesday
morning at the
end of May I
was awakened
just after 3am
with the very
loud sound of
an eerie crying
which I thought
was one of our neighbour's Persian cats in
pain. Thinking the cat had been injured, I got
up and looked out of the window. I could
see movement in the gutter just under the
car which was parked outside our front gate.
I went downstairs, put on the outside light
and looked out. I could not see clearly as the
movement had shifted to the front of the car
and the garden hedge was blocking the light.
I got a torch and in the light from this, I was
surprised to see a badger trying to unroll a
hedgehog.
Unsure of what to do, and quite upset
with the awful noise, I shouted to the badger
who, not unexpectedly, took no notice. At
this point I ran upstairs and woke my
partner to see if he could do anything. On
seeing the sight he said there was nothing
we could do but let nature take its course.
Unable to do anything to help the hedgehog
we took a couple of photos and went back to
bed. The battle lasted for almost half an
hour.
Next morning the only sign of the event
was a muddy mess on the bumper of the car
and a few scratch marks in the gutter. I am
pleased to say there was no blood on the
road or pavement, and no sign of hedgehog
needles. Can we assume that the badger
gave up and the hedgehog escaped? I know
it is only nature and the badger has to eat,
but the noise, which I assume came from the
hedgehog was very loud and very
distressing.

BRAKES v GEARBOX
My understanding is that cars are now
being driven much more quickly than when we
learnt to drive and following traffic needs to be
given as much warning as possible that we are
slowing down. Using the brakes, particularly
now that most cars have high level brake lights,
does just that. I must admit to still using the
gearbox to slow on some occasions. Something
about old dogs and new tricks?
MAGIC MOMENT
Wednesday 9th. July, a lovely warm, sunny
day and we were driving home, about 1 o’clock,
from Stamford on the Pickworth Road. We found
ourselves behind a tractor and trailer which
suddenly stopped in the middle of the road. The
driver walked back to our car and said,
animatedly, “Did you see that?” “No, what?” we
replied, puzzled.
“A snake—big one. In the middle of the road it took off - I hope I haven’t run it over.” Well we
hadn’t seen anything, so he climbed back on the
tractor and we both pulled away. As he moved
off something plopped onto the road and began
sidewinding towards the grass verge. Peter
flashed the tractor driver and we told him what
we had seen. It was a very big grass snake, at
least three feet long.
Arriving home, I looked in my nature book
and found females can grow to 48 inches. It was a
wonderful experience and made our day.
SRC

CASTLE BYTHAM P.C.C.
100 CLUB WINNERS - JULY 2003

No.
No.
No.
No.

59
69
27
11

M. Brown
E. Hopkins
R. Full
A. Robins
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NATURE NOTES

ONE OF THE MIDSUMMER FAIR WINNERS—
PAPWORTH HOSPITAL

By Alf Cousins.

This month there are many positive
observations to report.
Firstly, I have been watching the local
kingfishers and I’m happy to say they have bred
successfully. My favourite part is when they fly
out of the nest chamber after feeding their young
and ‘pancake’ on the water throwing up a shower,
which in the morning sunlight looks spectacular.
Turtledoves have again bred successfully on the
old railway track in Castle Bytham and the swifts
fly ‘screaming’ around the village once again.
Many of you have told me of the jays in the car
park at Morkery Wood so I parked the car there
early one morning to watch for myself and it
wasn’t long before they came squawking through
the trees to see if anyone had left titbits for them.
Cars are wonderful hides really as you can see all
around and wildlife doesn’t associate them with
humans. Some of my best wildlife photographs
have been taken from a car.
Secondly, on the wild flower side we are having
a boom summer. At Holywell there is a lovely
display of pyramidal orchids and, on the roadside,
harebells nodding gently in the evening breezes.
Teasels are very plentiful this year, their heads
providing winter seeds for goldfinches. Another
strange one, the yellow rattle, is in profusion this
summer. Later in the year, when the flower has
gone to seed, the seeds ‘rattle’ inside the inflated
fruiting head when ripe.
Around the local quarries marjoram with it’s
aromatic pale purple flower heads is very pleasing
to the eye in such a harsh environment. Musk
mallow, which you could be forgiven for thinking
of as a garden escapee, is in fact a native
wildflower and it’s rose-pink petals give a beautiful
display.
Common Ragwort, the poisonous scourge of all
horse owners, is unfortunately doing as well as
ever. A relative of this plant, Oxford Ragwort, is
smaller and a native of Sicily. It spread throughout
this country after seeds were thrown out of a
window, it is said, at the Oxford Botanical Garden
in the 19th century. As the plant spread, its seeds
were wafted along the railways by the draught of
trains. Another import we could do without!
Britain’s largest moth, the privet hawk-moth, is
doing very well in my garden. I still can’t believe
how big they are, have you ever seen one? They
sometimes rest on fences during the day, their
wings held back against their body and their

The above photo, which looks much better in its
original colour, was taken by Michael Townsend
of Castle Bytham. It shows Jayne Phillips outside
Castle Bytham Stores on Midsummer Fair Day
with a very uncharacteristic bored expression.
To raise money for the Friends of Papworth
Hospital, people were invited to suggest a caption
for the photo, with the best two receiving a bottle
of wine donated by the Stores and Jayne. Ninety
suggestion were submitted and £45 raised!
Jayne and Vicky and Ray Dennis - with the rest
of the shop staff putting in their oar - picked the
five best. The next two customers in the shop
were invited to pick their choice from these which
were judged the winners.
The selected five were:1. “So much for Ray’s promise of running my
own department.” (Deirdre Pawsey)
2. “This is not what I had in mind when he
promised me a day out” (Stuart Ratcliffe)
3. “I’ll show you mine if you show me
yours” (Richard Pyne)
4. “The sun is shining the sky is blue, I wish
someone would hurry, I need the
loo.” (Claire Pearson)
5. “You’d better put some cream on
that!” (Donna Edson)
The first two won the bottles of wine.
colouration makes them look like a piece of wood.
Their larvae feed on privet, ash and lilac and are
bright green with purple and white stripes.
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CASTLKE BYTHAM CRICKET CLUB AUGUST 2003 by Pete Kiely
However, once their first four wickets had gone
the tempo slowed as the wicket took more turn.
The Abbott boys cleaned up - Phil taking 6 for
26 and Jonny 2 for 18 as Harlaxton were all-out for
153, a valuable 20 points.
Although cricket is an enjoyable game, it does
have its tragedies. An inquest held in West
Hoathley, Sussex, on 12th. September, 1624
recorded a verdict of misadventure regarding
Jasper Vinall. He was playing “CRICKETT” at
Horsted Keynes on 28th. August and was
attempting to take a catch when Edward Tye, the
batsman, unwittingly struck him on the head with
his “BATT”. He died on September 10th and thus
became the first recorded death whilst playing
cricket.
Interesting game cricket, don’t you think?

What a game we had at Ashby Folville
(where Ashby Carrington play) on June 14th.
Batting first we totalled 239 runs for the loss of
seven wickets. Principal contributors were Phil
Abbott (63), John Lamin (53) and Russ Fenn
(43) on a fairly easy wicket with a short
boundary on one side and a long one on the
other.
When Ashby started their reply the openers
went for the big hits to the short boundary—
always keeping up with the run rate as our
bowlers did their best. Coming into the last
over they needed seven to win with just two
wickets remaining. It all went down to the last
ball—still needing two to win they went for a
suicidal run and suffered a run out with the
score at 238 for 9 wickets. A remarkable
victory. John Lamin (3), Jonny Abbott (2) and
Phil Abbott (2) were our successful bowlers.
After the Lord Mayor’s show, there is the
usual dustcart. It visited us in our home game
against Ashton Wold (28th. June) in a friendly
fixture. We posted just 126 due to just three
batsmen—Eric Prentice (38), Michael Wright
(22) and Chris Bower (21). Ashton soon rattled
127 for 3 wickets in 28 overs. Our best bowler
was Scott Groves who took 1 for 16 off 8 overs,
three of which were maidens.
We could not shake off the dustcart - it went
with us to Pickwell next day. We restricted
them to 143 all out due to good accurate
bowling and three good catches, Eric Prentice
excelling, taking five wickets.
Angus
McDonald, one of the three Bytham residents
in the side, was not out 28 as we were rolled
over for just 87.
Never mind, the clouds of doom and gloom
rolled away for our visit to Harlaxton on
Sunday July 6th. On a damp wicket giving no
help to the bowlers we batted first and rattled
up 206 for the loss of just four wickets. Ralph
Bradley (76 not out), John Lamin (37) and Russ
Fenn ( 33 not out) made good headway helped
by 3 fours and one six from Phil Abbott (21).
Lady Luck smiled upon us as the wicket dried
out on top and our bowlers “dipped their
bread in”.
Harlaxton early batsmen set off as if they
had an early train to catch, hitting out at
everything and pushed the score along quickly.

AUGUST HOME FIXTURES
August 10th.
Allington (League)
August 17th.
Pickwell (League)
August 24th.
Uffington (Friendly)
August 31st
Hoby & Rotherby
(League)

2pm
2pm
2.30pm
1.30pm

AVALON DESIGN LIGHTING
SUPPLIERS OF LIGHTING
Ceiling, Table ,Wall, Floor Lights
etc.
SELECT

FROM AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OR
HAVE YOUR OWN DESIGN CREATED —
WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF FINISHES

MATCHING CURTAIN POLES

ALSO SUPPLIED

WROUGHT IRON GATES

AND RAILINGS AND
SIMILAR PRODUCTS ALSO AVAILABLE

Telephone David or
Simon on (01780)
410473 to arrange
a visit to our
workshop
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REPORT ON A MEETING OF CASTLE BYTHAM PARISH COUNCIL ON 9TH JULY 2003
(The complete minutes can be seen by arrangement with the Parish Clerk)

Matters arising from the meeting of 14 May 03
Flood Plain: Flood Plain Map and Booklet were now
ready for distribution to relevant households. It was
agreed that one copy should be placed on the PC Notice
Board.
Stamford Endowed Schools (SES): In reply to our
letter complaining of great shortage of 11+ places and
suggestion that applicants be means-tested, LCC stated
that under their present agreement with SES, which
expires on 31 Aug 08, the Governors of SES select pupils
for places at their absolute discretion.
When the
agreement was renegotiated our suggestion of means
testing would be brought to the attention of the Education
Committee.
Community Police Officer: A new Police Officer, Con
Kulasiewicz, has been appointed and will be introduced
on some future occasion.
Correspondence:
LCC – School Governing Bodies: From 1 Sep 03,
Section 19 of the Education Act 2002 and associated
Regulations will be amended so that Minor Authorities
(eg PCCs) will no longer be able to nominate
representatives to Boards of Governors as of right but
could do so if invited by the Governors. Agreed to write
to the present Governors of the Bythams School to ask
their intentions.
LCC – Budget Plan 2003-2006: A copy of the
Council’s Plan is available on the web at www.
lincolnshire.gov.uk. A summary was published in the Apr
03 edition of County News.
Footpath Agreement – Renewal: It was unanimously
decided to renew the Agreement. In discussion it was
noted that one volunteer had put her name forward to
assist and that Cllr Douty would contact Mr Hunt to
further discuss the matter.
LCC – Free Trees for Parishes Scheme: LCC has free
trees available to Parish/Town Councils, schools and
voluntary groups. This was enthusiastically welcomed.
with possible sites at the Rectory crossroads and the
Playing Fields being of particular interest.
Wicksteed Leisure: Access for the disabled. The
Disability Discrimination Act now applies to Playing
Fields. Details to be passed to the Playing Fields Sub
Cttee. After some discussion it was suggested that people
living nearby might be invited to become involved and
the Chairman offered to take this forward.
Cemetery Matters
Probation Volunteers will commence work in Jul/Aug
03. A letter received from Mr Frames about the state of a
particular tree has been passed to SKDC for expert
comment. An update of the Graves Register and Risk
Assessment is to be completed by the Cemetery Cttee.
Bus Shelter: Base completed by G Abbott at quoted
cost of £700.00 plus VAT. Shelter to be erected Jul/Aug
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03. Abbott’s account to be paid forthwith.
AOB:
Rubbish Disposal – New Arrangements: Cllr Webber
suggested that the new arrangements post-Onyx needed
explanation. After considerable discussion, Cllr Radley
(District Councillor) offered to consult with SKDC and
clarify the situation. Regarding collection points.
The Old Forge: Cllr Allsopp raised the subject of the
Old Forge and after some discussion it was agreed that the
Chairman would contact SKDC to ask if Building and
Construction Controls had been applied.
Temporary Accn (Caravans): Cllr Bakker raised the
subject of the use of caravans as temporary
accommodation whilst building works were under way.
The Chairman offered to contact SKDC about possible
planning regulations governing temporary siting of
caravans.
Neighbourhood Watch: It was unanimously agreed
that a scheme was highly desirable and that the Chairman
should write an article for Glenside News whilst also
making contact with the appropriate officer at Grantham
Police Station to seek formal advice on such schemes.
Midsummer Fair: It was unanimously agreed that the
recent Midsummer Fair (22 Jun 03) had been a great
success. The Chairman agreed to write to the Cttee
thanking them for their magnificent effort.
Retiring Councillors: It was agreed that a letter should
be written to those Councillors who did not stand for
election this year thanking them for their long and valued
service to the Community.

NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
One thing which Castle Bytham Parish
Council is keen to support is a ‘beefing up’ of
the village’s Neighbourhood Watch scheme.
Over the years, the scheme has had a varied
profile, depending not so much on the
Neighbourhood Watch co-ordinator but on the
help that they have been able to enrol. At the
moment it could possibly not only do with a
boost but also make more use of information
technology now available. Messages can be
sent so quickly and easily by e-mails.
With this in mind, the Parish Council are
consulting Lincolnshire Police with a view to
holding a meeting in September to enlist the
support of those willing to help, mainly by
distributing police warnings to their
neighbours.
The date will be published in the next issue.

